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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION :The theory of numbers is one of the oldest branches of
mothematics ;on enthusiost ,by stretching o point here ond there ,could
extend its roots bock to surprisingly remote dote .Although it seems

prooble thot the Greeks were lorgely indebted to the Bobylonions ond
ancient Egyptions for q core of informotion about the properties of the

naturol numbers ,the rudiment of on actual theory ore generally credited
to Pythogoros and his disciples .onother opprooch to divisibility question

is through the arithmetic of remainders ,or the theory of congruence's os

it's now commonly known .The concept ond the notation thot makes it
such o powerful tool, was first introduced by the German mothemoticion
CARL FRIEDRICH GAUSS (1777-1855) in his 'Disquisitions Arithmeticol ' ,
this monumentol work ,which oppeared in L801. when Gouss was 24 year

old ,loid the foundotions of modern number theory ."lt is reolly
astonishing" ,soid Kronecker ,"to think that a single mon of such young

yeors wos able to bring to light such o weolth of results, and obove allto
present such a profound and well-orgonized treqtment of an entirely new
discipline."



CHAPTER-?

DlVlSlBlLlTY; When dividing an integer by a second nonzero integer,the

quotient may or may not be an integer.

t2
For example ,1 -- 4 v,fiib 2 - 2.25 .

34

This issue of divisibility is addressed in the following definition.

Definition :if a and b are integers with a + 0,w€ say that a divides b if

there exists an integer c such that b _ a,c .when a divides b we say that

a is a factor of b and that b is multiple of eJhe notation alb denotes a

divides b and a + b denotes a does not divi de b. back to the above

examples,we see that 3 divides LL2, denoted as 3llz,and 4 does not

divide 9,denoted as 4 + 9.

Divisibility properties :

1. lf alb a nd alc then al(b + c);

Z.lf a.lb then albc V integers c ;

3. lf alb ond blc then alc.



cHAPTER-3

Modular Arithmetic :

Definition zlf a and b are integers andm is a positive, then a

congruent to b modulo mif m divides (a - b).

We use notation a = b(mod m) if this is case , 0n d a t b(mod m)

,othe rwise.

Theorem 1: Let a"and b be integers and let m be a positive integer.

The n a- b(mod m) if and only if a (mod m) _ b (mod m).

Example : L0 and25 are congruent modulo B, since their difference

is 16 or -16, which is divisible by 8.when dividing 10 and 26 by 8 we

get L0 = I x B +2and26 = 4x6+ 2.soL0 (modB) = 2-
L6 (mod B).

THEOREM-2: Let mbe a positive

a and b are congruent modulo

k such th a,t" a_ b + km.

integer.the integers

m if and only if there is an integer

THEOREM-3: Let mbe a positive integer. If a = b(mod m)and c =
d(modm),thena *c = b+dandac: bd(modm).



Ch,opter-4

PRIMES :

positive factors of p are L and p.A positive integer that is greater

than one and is not prime is called composite .

An integer nis complete if and only if there exits an integer o such

following composite numbers n provide a proof it is composite ,that

Composite nu mbers :4,6,8,10, 1.2,L4,L5,etc.

THEOREM(The fundamental theorem of arithmetic) :

Every positive integer greater than l- can be written uniquely as a

prime or as the product of non-decreasing size.

The proof uses strong induction,so we will delay it until the next

to p ic.

Exa m ples :

L00 = 2 x 2 x 5 x 5 - 22 x 52

64I = 61,4

333=3x3x37_32x37

64=2xZx2x 2xZx2=26



Theorem :There are infinitely many primes.

Fermat's little theorem : lf p is a prime and a is an integer not

divisible by p the n, ap-l = L(mod p).further more , for every

integer a we have aP - a(modp).

Example:p - 5 verify that the theorem works for a:1,2,3,4: for L is

trivi al,2a = 1,6 = 1,(mod 5),34: BL := 1,(modS),4a = 256 =
I(mod 5).
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Number theoretic function :

THE MOBIUS INVERSION FORMULA : We introduce another

naturally defined function on the positive integers , the

mobius p funti"on.
Definition : For a positive integer fr, defi ne p by the rules

Iif n = I
p(n) - { 0 if p'ln f or some prime p

(-1)' if n_ ptpz,.pr,where p, are di"stinct primes

It states th at tt(n ) - 0 if n is not a free integer,whereas p(n) :
(-t)',if n is square free with r prime factors

For example : p(30) =p(2 x 3 x 5) _ (-1)'
of tt are tt(l)- 1, x tt(Z)- -1, x tt(3) - L

-1 x lt(6) = "'

the first values

-0xp(5)-

1
l-.

x tt(4)

LetF and f"y=y,ytlilfi!fiyffif ryy,'ol t1t:]::,n.formula F(
dln

Lo,n 
u r; ,() 

dtn* a" r t? =

lf p be a prime number,it is clear th atp(p) =

- 1" ; in additi"on , p(pk) = 0 f or k
Theorem :

Application of

mathematica I

2.

Theorem :

if F is a multiplicative function and F(n): Zow f @) then f is also

multiplicative"

cHAPTERi'Q

Application :

Cryptogrophy"

development

number theory allow the

algorithms that can make information



(data) unintelligible to everyone except for intended users. ln

additioh, ffiathematical algorithms can provide real physics security

to data - allowing only authorized users to delete or update data.

One of the problems in developing tools to crack encryption code

involves finding ways to factor very large numbers . Advances in

application of number theory, along with significant improvements

in the power of computers, have made factoring large numbers less

daunting.

Public key cryptography and RSA cryptosystem :

Public key cryptography and RSA cryptosystem two people , Alice and

bob ,would like to exchange secret message ; however, eve is

eavesdropping :

One technique would be to use an encryption technique based on an

encryption key, but this poses a challenge : how do they exchange the
encryption key without eve receiving it?
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Alice Bob

RSA Cryptosystem : The most common form of public key cryptosystem

is RSA, which stands for Rivest,Shamir, Adleman , who invented it. lt

based on modular arithmetic and large primes , its security comes from

the computational difficulty of factoring large numbers.

The idea is as follow : select p and q to be large primes (at least several

hundred digits ) ; the degree of security is dependent of the size of p and

q ,Take n = pq . then the public key is a pair k - (n, e) such that

The encoding function is : f (m,k) _ m'(mod n).

This assumes that the message can be represented by an integer m 1n
with gcd(m,p) : gcd(m,q) - L, if not we can break m down into

smaller pieces and encode each individually.

private key a pair k' = (n, d) such lhat de = L(mod(p - 1)(qisThe

1)).



The decoding function is :

g(c, k') = cd (mod n) . the security of the algorithm lies in challenge of
prime factorization : in order to calculate d , it is necessary to factor n to
gelp amd q, which is very difficult (exponential in the number of digits
inp and q.

Theorem;

Let p and q be primes with n = pq and let e be an integer such that

Then we claim that : g(f (m,k),k') = m.

Proof :

We have that

g(f (m, k), k') = (mu mod n)a mod n- mrd mod n.

t)(q -
= I (mod

1).

q),

By the choice of e and d ,we have that : ed - I(moa (p - L)(q 1)),

Or, equivalently, for some integer s ,ed = 1 + s(p

By Fermat's theorem,mp-1 = ! {modp) and ma-t
giving

mrd : *1+s(p-1,)(q-t) : m

gcd(e, (p -t)(q - r)) = 'J.,withed = l(moa(p - t)(q - L).letm be

an integer with m 1n and

Define k - (n,e)qnd k' -
f (m, k) _ md( mod n).

g (c, k) = ge (mod n).

gcd (m,p) : gcd (m, q) : 'J,.

(n, d), and the functions :

(m?-t)s(q-t) = m 1s(q-t)- m(modp).



Similarly ,med = m (mod q) . since gcd(p,e) = 7 by Chinese remainder

theorem ,Tn"d = m (mod pq) as required ,

Note that we can apply the same argument to show that :

f(g(m,k'),k) = m.

Thus the owner of the private key can encrypt a message m using the
private key, which can then be decrypted by anyone using the public key,

and prove that only the private key owner could have encrypted it. This is

basis of digitol signature system.

Example : Bob wants to receive message from Alice, so he selects two
primes,say p - 43,q- 59.(we choose small prime for feasibility of the
examples; in reality, they would be vastly larger.)then n - pq =
2537 and (p - t)(q - 1) = 2436. Then he picks e : 13 , which has the

- 937,

de:937 x L3 = LZLBL = 5 x 2436+1= 1,(mod2436).

Bob publishes the public key k = (2537,1.3).

Alice wants to send message "STOP" to bob using the RSA . she encodes

this S-+18, I-+ !9, O+L4, P+15 ,i.e,18 19 1,415 grouped into blocks of 4

thus,m -* mrmz - tBL9t4L5. Each block encrypted :

181913 mod 2537 = 208L

property

Bob then

(p-that : gcd(e,

calculates d

(q

th

1) 1)) = gcd(13,2436)- I.
e inverse of e mod 2436



I45L13 mod 2537 _ 2LB2

Then the encrypted message is 208I2I82. Bob has private key

k' = (2537,937), ond computes ;

Z1BLe3Tmod ZSZT - 1819 _) .S?,

ZBIZe3T mod ZS37 = 1,415 + 0p

Thus , the original message was "STOP".

Digital signature standard :

The DSA works in the frame work of public key cryptosystems and is

based on the algebraic properties of modular exponentiation , together

with the discrete problem , which is considered to be computationally

intractable . The algorithm uses a key pair consisting of a public key and a

private key . the private key is use to generate a digital signature for a

message , and such a signature can be verified by using the signer's

corresponding public key. The digital signature provides message

authentication ( the receiver can verify the origin of the message

),integrity (the receiver can verify that the message has not been

modified since it was signed )and non-reputation (the sender cannot

falsely clairn that they have not signed the message).
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coNcLU_stoN

Number theory (or arithmetic or higher arithmetic in older usage )is a

branch of pure mathematics devoted primarily to the study of the
integers and integer - valued functions. German mathematician Carl

Friedrich Gauss (L777-1855) said : "Mathematics is the queen of the

sciences - and number theory is the queen of mathematics."

Number theory has always fascinated amateurs as well as professional

mathematicians . in contrast to other branches of mathematics ,many of
the problems and theorems of number theory can be understood by

Laypersons , although solutions to the problems and proofs of the
theorems often require a sophisticated mathematical background.
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